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                            ONGC sacks 4 staff on medical fraud charge

                            ONGC has terminated the employment of four employees in a medical fraud case worth...

                        

                    
                
                                                                    
                                

                                            Vaidya will benefit from ministry's inaction

                                Anyone hoping to apply to become the next IndianOil chairman will now have to wait...

                                                

                    
                
                                                                
                                            Accident under-reporting at ONGC, says OOA

                                Safety remains a huge concern for ONGC employees with many angry at a culture of...

                                                        

                            
                    
                
                                                                    
                                

                                            Machinomatic defends Oil India pump deal

                                Mumbai-based Machinomatic Engineers has hit back at allegations that it benefited...

                                                

                    
                
                                                                
                                            Orissa Stevedores in $1.8m row with ONGC

                                Some might think Cuttack-based Orissa Stevedores is lucky not to face an ONGC ban...

                                                        

                            
                    
                
                                                                    
                                

                                            Arvind Kumar frontrunner for IOC dir. ref.

                                At the top of the PESB’s shortlist of 12 candidates for IndianOil director...

                                                

                    
                
                                                                
                                            Ten new ED faces after Oil India promotions

                                After much delay, Oil India's promotions list is finally out. Among the...
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                            What future at BPRL? Ask Boston Consulting

                            Bharat Petroleum (BPCL) hopes to revive its upstream business with help from the...

                        

                    
                    
                                                
                                 

                                                                UK firm hits GEO-API with $1.1m NCLT claim

                                Mumbai-based seismic contractor GEO API Solutions is facing a corporate insolvency...

                                            

                    
                
                                            
                                                                Oil India's Rs11cr dilemma at Karbi Anglong

                                Should they stay, or should they go? That's the decision Oil India and...

                                                    

                            
                    
                
                                                
                                 

                                                                Size matters as ONGC evaluates FSO options

                                Bigger might just be better for ONGC as it considers three size options for its...

                                            

                    
                
                                            
                                                                Antelopus on track with D12 platform plans

                                After two years of little activity, Gurgaon-based Antelopus Energy is racing to...

                                                    

                            
                    
                
                                                
                                 

                                                                HOEC wants a rig to drill two OALP-1 wells

                                HOEC is planning to drill one firm and one optional well at its OALP-I block...

                                            

                    
                
                                            
                                                                ONGC’s 140-well campaign in Cambay asset

                                ONGC has planned so many wells in Gujarat that keeping track can sometimes be...

                                                    

                            
                    
                        

    

    
        
        
            Midstream, Downstream, Renewables

        

        
            
                                        
                        
                            More Dahej capacity as LNG demand picks up

                            Petronet-LNG's problems with overcapacity at its Dahej LNG terminal will soon be...

                        

                    
        
                                                                    
                                 

                                                        Vitol to supply Chhara commissioning cargo

                                More than ten years after work began, Hindustan Petroleum’s 5m t/y Chhara...

                                            

                                        
                                                                 
                                            Strong pitch by HPCL to lay PNGRB pipeline

                                Hindustan Petroleum has made a strong pitch to the PNGRB for the right to lay a...

                                                    

                            
                                        
                                                                    
                                 

                                                        No end in sight to CUGL-HPCL pipeline battle

                                Despite losing an APTEL case, Central UP Gas (CUGL) is not giving up in its battle...

                                            

                                        
                                                                 
                                            Nayara details $1bn marine expansion plan

                                Rosneft-affiliate Nayara Energy is expanding its marine facilities under its...

                                                    

                            
                                        
                                                                    
                                 

                                                        Adnoc best suited for ISPRL oil storage plan

                                Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (Adnoc) is a likely strong bidder for the proposed...

                                            

                                        
                                                                 
                                            More time wanted for IOC hydrogen bids

                                Almost all the likely bidders for IndianOil's retendered Panipat refinery green...
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    Major ONGC bill goof-up as EIL banks Rs80cr 


	
    Bad news for Vaidya as file returns from PMO 


	
    Oil ministry backing Vaidya as IOC chairman  


	
    Westfield wins Mazagon pipelaying contract 


	
    Will P-LNG convert Disha/Raahi into FSRUs? 


	
    ONGC unions speculate who 'misguided' Puri 
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    LK Mirchandani office eviction


	
    Mid-April ONGC senior transfers 


	
    Divine Driller back with ONGC 


	
    Dahej: almost there with 8 tanks


	
    In the firing line: Essar pipeline


	
    PY-3 production start end-June


	
    GSI-Wave wins ONGC contract


	
    ONGC targets 50.5m t/y by 2029 


	
    Good response for Oil India rig


	
    DS Geo wins ONGC 3D contract
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